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cases we find the infliction of wounds followed by the formation of features which are normally
present in the conservative organs. Consequently the doctrine of reversion finds support, not only
in the facts of paleobotanical anatomy, but also in the much more richly exemplified doctrine of
conservative parts. It is further clear that we cannot interpret all structural peculiarities which result
from injury as reversions to a former condition of organization, but only those which are definitely
paralleled by known conditions in fossil forms or are illustrated in the anatomy of the conservative
organs--the leaf, reproductive axis, and stem, or at least some of these. Carefully as the doctrines of
recapitulation and of conservative parts must be applied to elucidate the course of evolution, the
principle of reversion must be invoked in phylogenetic studies with even greater precautions. A
wide knowledge of fossil...
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The ideal book i possibly read. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a created
ebook.
-- Elise Wehner-- Elise Wehner

This publication is wonderful. It normally is not going to expense too much. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way in fact it is merely
following i finished reading this publication where actually transformed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Russell Adams DDS-- Russell Adams DDS
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